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Show-How Guides: Paper Airplanes Mar 13 2021 Want to fly? Keith Zoo's Show-How Guides: Paper Airplanes gives you the know-how.
Through illustrated, step-by-step tutorials on eleven essential models (plus key tips and tricks), you’ll quickly and easily master folding and flying
skills. What are you waiting for? Get off to a flying start! Show-How Guides are joyful primers for curious minds—collectible, visual, step-by-step
handbooks that teach the skills every kid should know! This pocket-sized 101 series introduces kids of all ages to the perennial talents, hobbies,
skills, and hands-on activities they’ll treasure for a lifetime. Each book includes a curated collection of essential skills and every step is
illustrated, allowing kids to truly and easily master the basics, regardless of how they learn. Finally, fun and friendly tutorials you can understand
at a glance! Show-How Guides are an affordable stocking stuffer, birthday gift, or impulse buy.
Integrating Assessment into Early Language Learning and Teaching Sep 06 2020 The volume unites research and practice on integrating
language learning, teaching and assessment at preschool and early school age. It includes chapters written by experts in the field who have
studied some of the very youngest (pre-primary) children through to those up to the age of 12, in a variety of private and state contexts across
Europe. The collection makes a much-needed contribution to the subject of appropriate assessment for children with the focus of many chapters
being classroom-based assessment, particularly formative assessment, or the case for developing assessment skills in relation to even the
youngest children. As a whole, the book provides useful case study insights for policymakers, teacher educators, researchers and postgraduate
students with interest in or responsibility for how children are assessed in their language learning. It also provides practical ideas for
practitioners who wish to implement greater integration of assessment and learning in their own contexts.
Macmillan English Sep 30 2022
Digital Media in Education Mar 25 2022 This book argues for dynamic and relevant school experiences for primary and early secondary
learners that embed digital media production. It proposes a vision of literacy that combines new technologies with multiple modes of meaningmaking. Drawing on theories related to cultural studies, media literacy, anthropology, and creativity, the author explores learning strategies with
digital media based on an empowering, values-driven framework. The book advances innovative teaching methods, critiquing educational
‘reforms’ that marginalise media and fail to engage with the complex tensions and textures of modern pedagogy. Positioning film and mediamaking as vital practices in schools that nurture the skills, dispositions and competencies of modern literacy, the model foregrounds
connections between human agency, cognition, and creative practice. This innovative book will appeal to students and scholars of creativity,
digital media production, primary education and literacy.
Bebop Level 1 Student's Book Pack Aug 25 2019 Composed of 8 units with each unit designed to be covered over a month of classes, this title
includes lessons that consist of vocabulary, grammar, Storysong, story comprehension and literacy work, language practice, content-based
learning, action songs and reviews. It also features story board cut-outs which provide an interactive approach.
Treasure Island Sep 18 2021 'Macmillan English Explorers' have been written specifically for young learners of English. They bring firstlanguage teaching methods to reading lessons in international classrooms. There are eight levels, from beginning readers to confident readers.
Young Learners English Skills Flyers Dec 30 2019 The Teacher's books for the 3-level course for young learners (designed to prepare for the
Cambridge YL tests - Starters/Movers/ Flyers) are packaged with a Test Generator to give teachers greater flexibility in recycling/consolidating
the material and also a webcode which gives access to further practice and test activities online.
Macmillan English 5 Apr 25 2022
See You Soon Oct 08 2020
American Tiger 1 Student's Book Pack Oct 20 2021 No other description available.
Hats on Top Level 1 Nov 08 2020 Contains nine thematic units integrating content learning with English language and literacy, plus a final
review unit based on an end-of-level play. Each unit focuses on concept and real-world exploration, including an experiment and fact and fiction
reading texts. Also contains a sticker pack, to present target vocabulary.
Children's Games Jul 17 2021
I Wonder Why the Sun Rises and Other Questions about Time and Seasons Jun 23 2019 With detailed answers to many fascinating questions
this book is a perfect introduction to time and seasons.
Aunt Rose Comes to Stay Jul 25 2019
Macmillan English Practice Book Nov 01 2022 Practice exercises for the Language Book activities, intended for homework or quiet class time.
Practice Book pages should be done when the corresponding page in the Language Book has been finished. If time allows teachers may like to
go through some or all of the exercises orally before children work independently.
Fishy Business Jul 29 2022 'Macmillan English Explorers' have been written specifically for young learners of English. They bring first-language

teaching methods to reading lessons in international classrooms. There are eight levels, from beginning readers to confident readers.
Time Twist Dec 22 2021 'Macmillan English Explorers' have been written specifically for young learners of English. They bring first-language
teaching methods to reading lessons in international classrooms. There are eight levels, from beginning readers to confident readers.
Tiger Time 1 Activity Book Jun 03 2020 The Tiger Time Activity Book offers further skills practice, complementing the Student's Book, and
provides activities that support mixed-ability classes. Childrens literacy skills are developed while key language is reinforced.
Innovating EFL Teaching in Asia Apr 01 2020 This collection offers a distinctly Asian voice for English language education and addresses
some of the unique needs of Asian learners in EFL contexts. Teachers and researchers from nine Asian countries present some of the most
current and innovative research in five distinct and fascinating areas of EFL teaching and learning.
Odysseus May 15 2021 'Macmillan English Explorers' have been written specifically for young learners of English. They bring first-language
teaching methods to reading lessons in international classrooms. There are eight levels, from beginning readers to confident readers.
Macmillan English 6 Sep 26 2019
Daisy and Danny Mar 01 2020
Young Learners English Skills Flyers Student's Book Jan 23 2022 The Student's Books progress incrementally from basic recycling exercises,
where essential grammar and vocabulary relevant to each level will be reviewed, through thematic units, where word sets and related grammar
will be consolidated, to test-type activities in the latter part of the book.
Jump, Stick, Jump Oct 27 2019
Lazy Lenny Feb 21 2022
One Golden Rule at School Jan 11 2021 Award-winning creator Selina Alko's One Golden Rule at School is a charming story that's two books
in one—a counting book and a school primer for little ones. Young children experience a day of preschool, beginning with morning meeting,
story time, and art projects, then on to outside play, puzzles, and snack and nap time, ending with a heartwarming golden rule. Set against the
familiar and dynamic backdrop of a daily school adventure, this vibrant counting book showcases a diverse and inclusive classroom of learners.
The text counters from one to ten and back again while the back matter counts higher to twenty. Christy Ottaviano Books
Children Learning Second Languages Jan 29 2020 This comprehensive guide to research and debate centres around language learning in
childhood, the age factor and the different contexts where language learning happens, including home and school contexts. The scope is wide,
capturing examples of studies with different age groups, different methodological approaches and different languages.
Secret Garden Feb 09 2021 'Macmillan English Explorers' have been written specifically for young learners of English. They bring firstlanguage teaching methods to reading lessons in international classrooms. There are eight levels, from beginning readers to confident readers.
Mimi's Wheel Aug 30 2022
Young Learners English Skills Starters Teacher's Book and Webcode Pack May 27 2022 The Teacher's books for the 3-level course for young
learners (designed to prepare for the Cambridge YL tests - Starters/Movers/ Flyers) are packaged with a Test Generator to give teachers
greater flexibility in recycling/consolidating the material and also a webcode which gives access to further practice and test activities online.
Children Learning English Aug 18 2021 For teachers of English to young learners. It offers you discussion, discovery activities, and real-life
examples from classrooms around the world.
Discover with Dex 1 Apr 13 2021 Contains all the listening material to accompany each level including chants, vocabulary songs, stories and
nursery ryhmes.
Greedy Gretel Jun 27 2022
Helpful Heroes: Rescue Aug 06 2020 With a shaped handle and lots of fun flaps and facts, Roger Priddy's Helpful Heroes: Rescue! is an ideal
introduction to the emergency services for preschoolers.
Young Learners English Skills Pupil's Book Starters Nov 20 2021 The Student's Books progress incrementally from basic recycling exercises,
where essential grammar and vocabulary relevant to each level will be reviewed, through thematic units, where word sets and related grammar
will be consolidated, to test-type activities in the latter part of the book.
Learning to Change the World May 03 2020 UNESCO estimates that eleven percent of primary school–age children—seventy-two million
worldwide—are not enrolled in or attending school. Children who do attend may find themselves in schools that lack adequate space, facilities,
or resources—impossible situations for learning. It is against this backdrop of profound need that One Laptop per Child (OLPC) emerged in
2005. The mission of the organization is to "empower the children of developing countries to learn." They created the first affordable netbook
specifically built to withstand harsh climates and the handling of young children—the bright green and white XO. At the 2005 World Economic
Forum, Nicholas Negroponte, the MIT researcher who co-founded the Media Lab and OLPC, introduced the XO laptop to the world and
described a new approach to changing education in developing countries. First, children must have access to information (through low-cost
data communications) and the tools to educate themselves (affordable computers and learning software). Secondly, the fundamental approach
to education must shift from passive knowledge acquisition to active construction of knowledge (learning how to learn). Thirdly, OLPC planned
to build an organization with the capability to deliver these computers and support these shifts globally. It was an audacious vision of how to
bring about a massive educational change. Learning to Change the World is the story of One Laptop per Child—a story that will resonate with
entrepreneurs and social innovators in any field. OLPC is an example of a non-profit organization with aspirations for systemic change on a
global scale, yet wrestling with tough questions that will be familiar to any social entrepreneur: how to ensure market forces support the scale up
of a social program; how to balance the need to repeat past successes but still leave room for innovation; how to leverage a network to expand
impact beyond your original capabilities; and how to help people without creating dependence. The authors set out to tell the real story of their
journey—both successes and failures. For both ardent supporters and critics alike, this book presents both an invitation and a challenge: to set
aside preconceived notions about OLPC and read the inside story of the origins and evolution of the organization.
GET INVOLVED A1 STUDENT BOOK DIGITAL STU Jun 15 2021
Unstoppable Me Dec 10 2020 I am movement Heat Static electricity Fueled by food And powered by PLAY! Unstoppable Me is about the sort
of energetic child we all know and love — full of fun and play...and a bit exhausting! In this book, we see an unstoppable little boy, run, jump,
and soar through his day. He takes a little time to refuel, then he's back at it—zooming and zipping around. This poetic, joyful book—filled with
illustrations as bright and energetic as the boy himself— is a celebration of the active child.
Macmillan English, Level 1 Nov 28 2019 Practice exercises for the Language Book activities, intended for homework or quiet class time.
Practice Book pages should be done when the corresponding page in the Language Book has been finished. If time allows teachers may like to
go through some or all of the exercises orally before children work independently.
Learning Teaching Jul 05 2020 A guide to English. Suitable for initial training courses, and for practising ELT teachers, it covers developments
in ELT and includes a DVD featuring a full lesson as well as demonstrations of practical teaching techniques.
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